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2019–20 ANNUAL REPORTS — TABLING 
Statement by Leader of the House 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [1.04 pm]: On behalf of the Minister for 
Environment, I rise to inform the house about the late tabling of some 2019–20 annual reports. A number of 
agencies will not be in a position to table their annual reports on time consistent with current requirements of the 
Financial Management Act 2006. Section 64 of the FMA requires ministers to table an agency’s annual report and 
the Auditor General’s opinion, if applicable, within 90 days after the end of a financial year. When a minister is 
unable to do so, they are required under section 65 of the FMA to inform Parliament on or before the expiry of the 
90 days, which is 28 September this year. The minister is required to inform Parliament of their inability to table the 
annual report, the reasons for that inability, and the anticipated date of tabling the annual report. 
Following precedent set in 2017, these accountability requirements can be administratively achieved by way of 
tabling individual ministerial notifications through one minister—the Treasurer in the Legislative Assembly, and 
the minister representing the Treasurer in the Legislative Council—on behalf of other ministers. Ministers have 
notified the Treasurer in writing of the agencies within their portfolios that are unable to table annual reports by 
28 September. They have also included information regarding their reasons for that inability and the anticipated 
date that they will table their departments’ annual reports. Therefore, in accordance with section 65 of the FMA, 
I now table the notifications provided by affected ministers. 
[See papers 4306–4312.] 

Point of Order 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Madam President, I just note that the Leader of the House is tabling notifications. The 
only difficulty I see arising is that it is not clear from the words provided by the Leader of the House how many 
notifications have been tabled. I have found in the past that sometimes what has been tabled by a minister might 
not necessarily translate to what is found in the tabled papers when members look for them, so it would be useful 
to know how many notifications have been tabled. 

Statement Resumed 
The PRESIDENT: Leader of the House, I think you have some information to provide to Hon Nick Goiran on 
his point of order. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: Thank you, Madam President, I do. Letters were received from seven ministers covering 
15 agencies. 
 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4014306c1959fd6c99992c4a482585ec00820687/$file/tp-4306.pdf
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